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Abstract
Financial Transmission Right (FTR) is one form of the

point-to-point congestion revenue right (CRR) described in
the Standard Market Design by FERC. FTRs are typically
allocated through auctions. In a FTR auction, it is proposed
the one “simultaneous feasibility” constraint concerning
the aggregate feasibility of all FTRs being auctioned shall
be enforced so that the corresponding generation and load
pattern would not violate the transmission network con-
straints under foreseeable contingencies. We investigate the
inherent economic inefficiency introduced by this “simulta-
neous feasibility” constraint in FTR auctions. Theoretical
and numerical results indicate that the market clearing FTR
prices can deviate systematically from their rationally ex-
pected values thus causing inefficient allocations of FTRs.

Keywords: financial transmission right, electricity auction,
simultaneous feasibility, transmission pricing.

1 Introduction

Financial Transmission Rights (FTRs) (see [2] and [7])
and Flow-gate Rights (FGRs) (see [3], [4], and [6]) are
two forms of Congestion Revenue Rights (CRRs) outlined
in the Standard Market Design put forth by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) of the U.S. The
purposes of the CRRs are to offer economic signals for
charging/compensating transmission usage/investment and
to facilitate the implementation of an economically efficient
transmission congestion management protocol. A point-to-
point CRR is known as a FTR. The initial allocation of FTRs
is typically done through auctions. Allocated FTRs can be
subsequently traded in secondary markets.

Empirical evidence reported in [8] shows that the clearing
prices for point to point transmission right resulting from
centralized auctions conducted by Independent System Op-
erators (ISOs) differ significantly and systematically from
the realized congestion revenues that determine the accrued
payoffs of these rights. The question addressed by this pa-
per is whether such deviations are due to price discovery
errors which will eventually vanish or whether due to inher-
ent inefficiencies in the auction structure. We address this
question by using a DC approximation model of a six node
system with known outage probabilities of each element and
known statistical demand variability. We use these infor-
mation to simulate the expected value of all point to point
transmission rights taking into consideration all possible n-1
contingencies and demand realizations. We then construct a
hypothetical Financial Transmission Right auction in which
all FTR bids are at the correct expected value for quantities
that are equal to some uniform multipleα of the correspond-
ing average point to point transaction volume. We present
both theoretical and numerical results to shed lights on po-
tential explanations of the observed empirical evidence on
the FTR value discrepancy.

The organization of our paper is as follows. In section 2,
we formulate a FTR auction model which incorporate the
aspect of simultaneous feasibility under postulated contin-
gencies on transmission line availability and load variation.
We then provide theoretical results on the potential system-
atic biases in market clearing nodal prices with respect to
rational expectations. A numerical example is presented in
section 3 to confirm our theoretical findings. Finally, we
conclude and point out future research in section 4.



2 The Point-to-Point Congestion Rev-
enue Right Auction

We consider a FTR auction conducted by a system operator
in an electric power grid withn buses andm transmission
lines. The auction is cleared under the standard FTR auc-
tion rules that treat all FTR bids as simultaneous bilateral
transactions that must satisfy all the thermal line limits un-
der all n-1 contingencies and load realizations. The auction
is cleared so as to maximize FTR revenues and the prices
are set to the marginal clearing bids for each FTR. Equiva-
lently, we can view the aggregation of all bilateral transac-
tions corresponding to the FTR bids as supply and demand
bids in the energy market. The prices of FTRs are conse-
quently obtained from the locational market clearing prices
for energy. For simplicity, we model the energy auction and
use the energy bids at each node of the power grid to arrive
at energy market clearing prices. The market clearing prices
for FTRs are deduced from the nodal prices of energy by
taking the nodal price differences.

Let C ≡ (c1, c2, · · · , cn)T be the vector of bid prices at
the n buses and letQ ≡ (q1, q2, · · · , qn)T denote the dis-
patch vector. In a FTR auction, the system operator max-
imizes FTR revenues which is equivalent to maximize the
total revenues from all nodal transactions in an energy auc-
tion. Therefore, we formulate a FTR auction as the follow-
ing optimization problem for maximizing the nodal energy
transaction revenue subject to the simultaneous feasibility
of all FTRs for a set of designated system reliability con-
tingency scenarios denoted byR. Each scenarior ∈ R
represents the outage of at most one transmission line.

max
Q

CT Q

s.t. eT Q = 0
Gr ·Q ≤ L ∀r ∈ R
−Gr ·Q ≤ L ∀r ∈ R

I ·Q ≤ Q̂
Q ≥ 0

(1)

whereL is the vector of transmission line capacity limits,
Q̂ is the upper bound vector for the FTR quantity bids,Gr

is the power transfer distribution factor matrix with bus-n
chosen as the swing bus in each contingency scenarior, I
is the n × n identity matrix, ande is a vector consisting
of “1”s and “-1”s with “1” indicating a load bus and “-1”
indicating a generation bus. We introduce a quantity mul-
tiple parameterα. The quantity bound of each FTR bid̂Q
is modeled byα multiple of the average FTR quantityQ at
the expected FTR price. Namely,̂Q = α ·Q. We will show
that the clearing prices depend on the quantity multipleα.
Furthermore forα equals unity (i.e., all FTR bids are for

the average quantity at the expected price) the resulting auc-
tion prices deviate from the FTR values (that were knownex
ante).

Let λ, µ+
r , µ−r andη be the dual variables associated with

the first 4 categories of constraints whereλ is a scalar,µ+
r ,

µ−r (∀r ∈ R) are m-vectors andη is a n-vector. The dual
problem of (1) is as follows.

min
λ,µ+

r ,µ−r ,η

∑
r∈R[(µ+

r )T + (µ−r )T ]L + ηT Q̂

s.t. λ · eT +
∑

r∈R[(µ+
r )T − (µ−r )T ]Gr + ηT I ≥ CT

µ+
r ≥ 0, µ−r ≥ 0, ∀r ∈ R, andη ≥ 0.

(2)

Proposition 2.1 If none of the FTR quantity bound con-
straints in (1) is binding, then the market clearing nodal
prices resulting from the FTR auction are equal to the bid
vectorC.

If a FTR bid quantity bound constraint at a busi is bind-
ing, then the resulting market clearing nodal pricePi differs
from the bid priceci. Specifically,Pi is greater/less thanci

if busi is a generation/load bus.

Proof: The market clearing nodal price vectorP of the FTR
auction (1) is given by:

P ≡ λ · eT +
∑

r∈R

[(µ+
r )T − (µ−r )T ]Gr. (3)

The conclusions can be drawn by inspecting the dual prob-
lem (2) and the strong duality between the primal and dual
problems.¶

3 Numerical Examples

Consider a 6-bus network example used in [5] and [6] (see
Figure 1). Buses 1, 2 and 4 are generation nodes while bus 3,
5 and 6 are load nodes. The supply and demand functions at
the 6 nodes are assumed to be linear with parameters given
in Table 1. We consider a set of 5 reliability scenarios for a

Bus-ID Supply Bids Bus-ID Loads
Bus-1 10 + 0.05 · q Bus-3 37− 0.05 · q
Bus-2 15 + 0.05 · q Bus-5 75− 0.1 · q
Bus-4 42 + 0.025 · q Bus-6 80− 0.1 · q

Table 1: Bid Functions of Generation and Load

FTR auction: no line outage, line-13 out, line-45 out, line-
16 out, and line-25 out.
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Figure 1: A 6-Bus Example

3.1 Case 1: transmission line contingency but
no load variation

The supply and demand bid functions are the same as those
used in Chao et. al. [6]. Theex postnodal prices in each
of the 5 contingencies are given in table 2. Suppose the
probabilities of the contingencies happening are [0.6 0.1 0.1
0.1 0.1]. The expected nodal prices are also given in the
table.

Scenario bus-1 bus-2 bus-3 bus-4 bus-5 bus-6
Normal 26.5 26.5 26.5 48.5 48.5 48.5
(L-13) 24.13 24.13 31.25 48.5 48.5 48.5
(L-16) 20.63 25 29.38 50 50 50
(L-25) 24.17 22.27 26.042 47.98 59.41 53.69
(L-45) 26.11 26.48 26.92 48.49 48.56 48.49

E[Price] 25.40 25.69 27.26 48.60 49.75 49.17

Table 2:Ex PostNodal Prices and Expected Nodal Prices

Suppose the FTR market participants submit the expected
nodal prices in table 2 as the FTR price bidsci’s andα · Q
(i.e. Q̂ = α · Q in (1)) as the bounds for FTR quantity
bids in a FTR auction, we compute for the resulting market
clearing nodal pricesPi’s to examine whetherci = Pi, ∀i =
1, 2, · · · , 6.

We choose the expected dispatch quantities over all 5
reliability contingencies at all nodes to beQ. Namely,Q =
(308.053, 213.733, 204.837, 243.855, 252.535, 308.320)
MW. We vary the bounds for FTR quantity bids by varying
the value ofα. Whenα = 1, none of the FTR quantity bids
is binding and the resultingPi’s are the same as theci’s.
Whenα = 0.7 or α = 0.5, some of the FTR quantity bids
reach the upper bounds thus resulting in market clearing
pricesPi’s that are different from the FTR price bidsci’s. In

particular, Gen-1, Gen-4 and Load-5 reach their respective
upper bounds whenα = 0.7 while Gen-1, Gen-2, Load-5
and Load-6 reach the upper bounds whenα = 0.5. The
results for differentα’s are shown in table 3.

α = 1 α = 0.7 α = 0.5 FTR Bids
bus-1 25.403 25.687 27.258 25.403
bus-2 25.687 25.687 27.258 25.687
bus-3 27.258 27.258 27.258 27.258
bus-4 48.596 49.168 48.596 48.596
bus-5 49.747 49.168 48.596 49.747
bus-6 49.168 49.168 48.596 49.168

Table 3: FTR Auction Market Clearing Nodal Prices

Comparison of the FTR values in the 3 cases.

FTR\ α α = 1 α = 0.7 α = 0.5 FTR Bids
(ex ante)

FTR-12 0.28 0 0 0.28
FTR-13 1.86 1.57 0 1.86
FTR-14 23.19 23.48 21.34 23.19
FTR-15 24.34 23.48 21.34 24.34
FTR-16 23.77 23.48 21.34 23.77
FTR-23 1.57 1.57 0 1.57
FTR-24 22.91 23.48 21.34 22.91
FTR-25 24.06 23.48 21.34 24.06
FTR-26 23.48 23.48 21.34 23.48
FTR-34 21.34 21.91 21.34 21.34
FTR-35 22.49 21.91 21.34 22.49
FTR-36 21.91 21.91 21.34 21.91
FTR-45 1.15 0 0 1.15
FTR-46 0.57 0 0 0.57
FTR-56 -0.58 0 0 -0.58

Table 4: FTR Price Comparison under Transmission Con-
tingencies Only

3.2 Case 2: both transmission line and load
contingencies

We next assume that under each transmission contingency
there are 3 equally likely scenarios for loads: no change in
loads,25% more loads, and25% less loads. Table 5 lists
the load curves in all 3 scenarios at nodes 3, 5 and 6. The
joint probability distribution of the load and transmission
line contingencies is given in table 6.

The first two rows in table 7 shows the expect nodal prices
and the dispatch quantities at the 6 buses over the 15 com-
bined load and transmission line contingencies. Suppose a



Node 3 Node 5 Node 6
no-load change 37.5-0.05q 75-0.1q 80-0.1q

load+25% 46.875-0.05q 93.75-0.1q 100-0.1q
load−25% 28.125-0.05q 56.25-0.1q 60-0.1q

Table 5: Load Contingencies

Normal (L-13) (L-16) (L-25) (L-45)
Base Load 0.2 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
load+25% 0.2 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
load−25% 0.2 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

Table 6: Joint Distribution of Transmission and Load Con-
tingencies

FTR auction is conducted based on the price and quantity
bids being set to the corresponding numbers in the first 2
rows of table 7. The rest of table 7 contains the result-
ing nodal prices and dispatch quantities at the 6 buses for
α = 1.5, 1.0, 0.7, and0.5.

bus-1 bus-2 bus-3 bus-4 bus-5 bus-6
P ($) 24.3 25.5 28.5 47.1 53.9 50.8

Q (MW)
(FTR) 286.4 210.6 180.0 185.4 210.8 291.6

P ($) 24.3 25.5 28.5 47.1 53.9 50.8
Q (MW)
(α : 1.5) 250.0 75.0 125.0 241.7 133.3 308.3

P ($) 24.3 25.5 28.5 47.8 53.9 50.8
Q (MW)
(α : 1.0) 250.0 75.0 125.0 185.4 189.6 195.8

P ($) 25.5 25.5 28.5 50.8 50.8 50.8
Q (MW)
(α : 0.7) 200.5 124.5 125.0 129.8 147.5 182.3

P ($) 28.5 28.5 28.5 47.1 47.1 47.1
Q (MW)
(α : 0.5) 143.2 105.3 48.5 51.2 105.4 145.8

Table 7: FTR Auction Bids and Market Clearing Prices and
Quantities under Load and Transmission Contingencies

Comparison of the FTR values in the 4 cases are shown
in table 8.

4 Conclusion

In summary, we demonstrate that certain auction market de-
sign attributes, the simultaneous feasibility rule in particular,
are the likely explanations for the empirical evidence from
Eastern U.S. power markets which shows the clearing prices

α 1.5 1 0.7 0.5 FTR Bids
(ex ante)

FTR-12 1.21 1.21 0 0 1.21
FTR-13 4.18 4.18 2.97 0 4.18
FTR-14 22.82 23.43 25.31 18.64 22.82
FTR-15 29.60 29.60 25.31 18.64 29.60
FTR-16 26.52 26.52 25.31 18.64 26.52
FTR-23 2.97 2.97 2.97 0 2.97
FTR-24 21.60 22.22 25.31 18.64 21.60
FTR-25 28.39 28.39 25.31 18.64 28.39
FTR-26 25.30 25.30 25.31 18.64 25.30
FTR-34 18.64 19.25 22.34 18.64 18.64
FTR-35 25.42 25.42 22.34 18.64 25.42
FTR-36 22.34 22.34 22.34 18.64 22.34
FTR-45 6.79 6.17 0 0 6.79
FTR-46 3.70 3.09 0 0 3.70
FTR-56 -3.09 -3.09 0 0 -3.09

Table 8: FTR Price Comparison under Both Load and
Transmission Contingencies

for point-to-point transmission right resulting from central-
ized auctions conducted by ISOs differing significantly and
systematically from the realized congestion revenues. Based
on our analysis, it is evident that the clearing prices depend
on the quantity multipleα which measures the total quantity
of submitted FTR bids. Furthermore forα equals unity (i.e.,
all FTR bids are for the average quantity at the expected
price) the resulting auction prices deviate from the FTR val-
ues (that were knownex ante). We conclude that price dis-
covery alone does not remedy the discrepancy between the
auction prices and the realized values of the FTRs.
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